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Formalisms of Quantum Fluctuation Theorem 







1 Quantum Fluctuation Theorem 
Since the discovery by Evans， Cohen and Morriss[l J， many types of fiuctuation theorem(FT) h錨
been presented both for deterministic， and stoch掛 ticsystems. Though the systems and the definition 
of entropy production differ， FT has a universal form. 
log P(~t = A) 
一 -
-0 P(~t =-A (1) 
Here， P(~t = A) is the probability that the entropy production during time 0 to t issome value A. 
Contrary to FT for classical systems， FT for quantum systems has not been well understood. In order 
to generalize FT to quantum systems(QFT)， it is necessary to identify entropy production or work 
done externally. And two procedures are available: 
(a)Me出 urefiows of energy， particle numbers etc. and evaluate the entropy production or work done 
部 accumulatedvalue of the fiows. 
(b)Measure energy， particle numbers etc.twice and evaluate the entropy production or work done舗
the difference of the two observed values. 
These two procedures are not equivalent in quantum systems. In this letter， we clarify the relationship 
between procedure (a) and (b). 
1.1 Work Operator Formalism 
We show an example of procedure (a). Consider a particle trapped by a harmonic potential which 
moves one-dimensionally through ideal Bose gas. 
H(t) =かか-f(t)内:川((p入ー K，>.q)2+ w~q~) : 1 r (2) 
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) The system is in equilibrium with inverse temperature β 
) At time t 0， the harmonic potential starts to move， where its center follows the trajectory 
x = j(t).(f(O)=O is assumed.) 
We define the work operator ~t 三 β(utH(O)U -H(O)) and concern its spectrum distribution P(~t = 
A) 三時e一州町(~t -A)). By straightforward calculation， one finds log悲当=(1十九九2+
O(1i4))A. Where E2 does not depend on system parameters (at least for j(t) proportional to t). 
1.2 2times observation formalism 
Here， we summarize the result obtained by K仁urcl削
opeぽra叫.toぽrd uring time 0 tωo t U sa叫.tis白e白sU↑=U*. This is achieved for the system perturbed periodically 
in time. And the whole system is initially obeys canonical ensemble with inverse temperature β. Then 
perform the observation of energy H at 0 and t. The energy change is ~t = s(En -Em). Then the 
probability that ~t is A， P(~t = A) = ~m，n会 e βEml(nIUlm)126(A-ß(En-Em)) satisfies FT relation 
with no quantum deviation. The essence of the derivation is the symmetry of characteristic function 
ゆ2(と)三JdAP(~t = A)e-icA =仇(-i+と)*.
2 Work Operator Formalism and 2times Observation Formalism 
The difference between procedure (a) and (b) becomes very clear by considering the characteristic 
functions of P(~t = A) for both approaches， <Tl (と)andゆ2(ご).One has the following expressions: 
州)= J dAP広三A)e-icA= (作e一4々M制E伊似β何附(
ゆの2(と) = (e 一4符矧E伊βU ↑ H(O的)Ue♂iだMご伊βH(卯0))
(3) 
80 far， the quantum deviation of FT seen in work operator approach is considered as the result of the 
uncommutativity of U↑H(O)U and H(O). 
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